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Abstract 

Analyzing microbial genomes found in archaeological samples can provide insights into the origins of 

modern infectious diseases. A large-scale metagenomic analysis of archeological samples discovered 

bacterial species related to modern-day Clostridium tetani (which produces the tetanus neurotoxin 

(TeNT) and causes the disease tetanus). Draft genomes were assembled from 38 distinct human 

archeological samples (which came from five continents with the oldest sample estimated to be 

~6000 years old) and which displayed hallmarks of ancient DNA damage to varying degrees. A 

phylogenetic analysis of the draft genomes found several which fall into existing C. tetani clades, 

several potentially novel C. tetani lineages, and a potentially novel Clostridium species related to 

modern C. tetani. Fifteen TeNT variants were found, including a unique variant found exclusively in 

ancient samples from South America. A TeNT variant associated with a ~6,000-year-old Chilean 

mummy sample was experimentally tested and was found to induce tetanus like muscle paralysis in 

mice with a potency similar to modern TeNT. This work provides the first identification of 

neurotoxigenic C. tetani in ancient DNA, the discovery of a potentially new Clostridium species, and 

the discovery of a tetanus like neurotoxin which is functionally active and able to cause disease in 

mice. 
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Chapter 1 

Literature review: Clostridial neurotoxins and ancient DNA 

Introduction 

Stepping on a rusty nail in North America often results in a trip to the hospital where the patient will 

be given a booster dose of the tetanus vaccine and/or a preventative dose of tetanus anti-serum 

depending on their vaccination history. This is because the bacterium Clostridium tetani (which is 

ubiquitous in soil) creates spores which germinate in oxygen deprived tissues, such as those created 

by deep puncture wounds. Once established in a wound, the newly revived bacteria begin to produce 

one of the most potent neurotoxins currently known (the tetanus neurotoxin), which migrates to the 

central nervous system and begins to block inhibitory nervous signals, resulting in spastic paralysis. 

Without proper medical intervention the patient may stop breathing due to paralysis of the respiratory 

system. 

Although tetanus has plagued humans for thousands of years, nothing is known about its early 

history. Was the tetanus toxin more or less potent than modern versions? Did it bind to other targets? 

Using DNA recovered from archeological samples this research begins to answer these questions by 

analyzing several Clostridium tetani draft genomes and by comparing a potentially ancient neurotoxin 

with modern tetanus neurotoxin. 

 

1.1.1 Clostridium tetani and toxigenic clostridia 

The genus Clostridium is comprised of anaerobic, spore-forming, gram-positive, rod-shaped bacteria 

which can be found in wide range of environments including soil, marine sediments, and human 

gastrointestinal tracts (Zaragoza et al. 2019). While most clostridial species (currently estimated to be 

approximately 311 (Parte et al. 2022), with 98 genomes in the NCBI database) are thought to be 

saprophytic decomposers, at least twenty are pathogenic and produce toxins which infect humans or 

animals (Hatheway 1990; Carter et al. 2014). The toxins produced by clostridial species affect the 

gastrointestinal tract, soft-tissues, organs, and neurons and cause damage ranging from mild to fatal 

(Carter et al. 2014). Of these, the neurotoxins produced by Clostridium botulinum and Clostridium  
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tetani are currently the most potent toxins known, as measured by their LD50 in mice (Rossetto and 

Montecucco 2019). 

Botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT) and tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) are produced by C. botulinum and 

C. tetani respectively and are responsible for the diseases known as botulism and tetanus in humans 

and animals. These neurotoxins have a similar structure and initial mode of action but differ in several 

important ways which fundamentally change  their associated diseases. 

Evidence of tetanus like symptoms go back to the time of Hippocrates in 4th century BC (Pappas et 

al. 2008). For many years tetanus was considered to be an untreatable syndrome until it was 

demonstrated to be caused by an infectious agent by Carle and Rattone in 1884. In 1889 Kitasato 

demonstrated that tetanus was caused by C. tetani with the TeNT being specifically implicated the 

following year by Tizzoni and Cattani. In contrast the earliest historical records of botulism like 

symptoms are from eighteenth century Württemberg in Southwestern Germany where there was an 

increase in deaths following the consumption of improperly cooked blood sausages (Zhang et al. 

2010). 

Although C. tetani can be found in the gastrointestinal tract of humans (Cook et al. 2001) and is 

ubiquitous in soil (Popoff 2020), tetanus infections only occur after its spores germinate in oxygen-

depleted and necrotic tissue (Popoff 2020). In contrast botulism in humans is predominately caused 

by the ingestion of pre-formed toxin from improperly cooked or preserved food (food-borne 

botulism) or by C. botulinum bacteria colonizing the gut which then produce the toxin in situ (infant 

and adult intestinal botulism) (Sobel 2005). 

A tetanus toxoid vaccine was developed by Ramon and collaborators in the early 1920s (Smith 

1969) with the same general formulation still being used today. Recent work developing a  

recombinant vaccine has shown that the immunogenicity of the tetanus toxin C-fragment is similar to 

that of the full native toxin (Yu et al. 2018).  

 

1.1.2 Tetanus neurotoxin 

Bacterial toxins can be classified as exotoxins or endotoxins depending on how they are released into 

their local environment. Exotoxins are secreted out of the bacteria (or released during cell lysis) 

whereas endotoxins are embedded in the bacterial cell wall and only released during cell lysis (Cai et 
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al. 2021). While exotoxins are selective and generally only bind to specific cell types and/or 

receptors, endotoxins can directly trigger a general host response (Peterson 1996). Bacterial toxins are 

further separated into three types based on their interactions with host cells. Type I toxins interact 

with the host without entering the host cells. Type II toxins create pores in host cell membranes and 

then enter host cells. Type III toxins (also known as A-B toxins) are composed of two components 

and often target tissues far away from site of the original bacterial infection. The B component 

facilitates binding and cell entry which is followed by the A component enzymatically damaging the 

cell (Cai et al. 2021). 

Seven main serotypes of BoNT, labeled A-G,  have been previously categorized (Popoff and 

Bouvet 2009; Smith et al. 2015; Dong et al. 2019; Kumar et al. 2019) More recently, BoNT/H (a 

hydrid of BoNT/A and BoNT/F) was discovered by (Barash and Arnon 2014) with BoNT/X, an 

entirely new BoNT, being discovered by Zhang, Berntsson, et al. in 2017. In addition, several BoNT-

related toxins have been identified outside of the genus Clostridium including “BoNT/Wo” in 

Weissella oryzae (Mansfield et al. 2015) and “BoNT/En” in Enterococcus faecium (Zhang et al. 

2018). In contrast there is only one known serotype of the tetanus toxin (Dong et al. 2019).  

The BoNT and TeNT are synthesized as a single-chain (~150kDa) precursor protein which has 

weak or no activity (Singh 2006). The precursor protein is released via cell wall exfoliation (Call et 

al. 1995) and is then proteolytically activated by clostridial or host proteases resulting in a di-chain 

form which is linked via an interchain disulfide bond. The heavy chain (~100 kDa) binds to nerve 

cells at the presynaptic nerve terminal and helps transfer the light chain (~ 50 kDa) into the cells 

using receptor-mediated endocytosis. Once inside, the light chain functions as an endopeptidase and 

targets specific soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) 

proteins and inhibits neurotransmitter release (Cai et al. 2021). BoNTs are co-produced with several 

nontoxic-associated proteins which are thought to protect the toxin in the gut and enable absorption 

(Sakaguchi 1982). TeNT does not have any associated proteins and thus is not toxic when ingested or 

produced in the gut (Cai et al. 2021).  

While both the BoNT and TeNT cause neurological damage, BoNTs cause flaccid paralysis and 

TeNTs cause spastic paralysis (Singh 2006; Popoff and Bouvet 2009). This is due to differences in 

toxin translocation following the initial neuron infection. Whereas BoNTs target motor neuron 

termini, TeNTs enter motor and sensory neurons and then move retrogradely along the axis ultimately 
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targeting the central inhibitory neurons (Cai et al. 2021). Without treatment both toxins can cause 

respiratory failure and death (Cai et al. 2021). 

 

1.1.3 Clostridium tetani genome 

An early isolate of C. tetani (the 1920 Harvard E88 strain) is still widely used as a reference today. 

Bruggemann et al. (2003) sequenced this strain and revealed a genome consisting of a single ~2.8 Mb 

chromosome and a ~74 Kb plasmid. This genomic organization is maintained among all known 

strains of C. tetani (Brüggemann et al. 2015; Cohen et al. 2017; Chapeton-Montes et al. 2019). The 

plasmid is critical to pathogenicity as it encodes the key virulence genes including the tent gene 

which encodes the neurotoxin and the colT gene which encodes a collagenase enzyme involved in 

tissue degradation (Bruggemann et al. 2003). To date, no pathogenic strain of C. tetani has been 

found that lacks the tent gene encoded on the plasmid.  

Forty-three strains of C. tetani have been sequenced to date with strains being classified as Harvard 

strains (from the original isolate) or wild type (from clinical cases) (Garrigues et al. 2022). Based on a 

comparative genomic analysis, modern C. tetani strains cluster into two phylogenetically distinct 

clades (Chapeton-Montes et al. 2019), but are closely related and exhibit low genetic variation with 

average nucleotide identities of 96-99%. Similarly, the tent gene is extremely conserved and exhibits 

99% to 100% amino acid identity across all strains. Modern C. tetani genomes therefore offer a 

limited perspective on the full diversity of C. tetani and its evolutionary history as a human disease-

causing bacterium.  

 

Ancient DNA 

In a living cell, DNA is constantly being damaged and subsequently enzymatically repaired. 

Following cell death, the cell’s endogenous DNA begins to degrade via enzymatic and chemical 

processes, while at the same time exogenous DNA from the surrounding environment begins to 

infiltrate. Eventually the DNA present becomes too short or chemically damaged to be sequenced and 

the information it held is lost. However, under favourable conditions (such as frozen or rapidly 

desiccated tissues) DNA can remain sequenceable for thousands (but not millions) of years (Dabney 

et al. 2013b). DNA has been successfully extracted from a wide range of substrates ranging from 
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bones to animal skin parchments and has been used to study various topics including human genetics, 

ancient environments and ancient pathogens (Orlando et al. 2021). Although there is no exact 

definition of what is ancient, microbiological samples older than 100 years are generally considered 

to be the domain of paleomicrobiology with DNA extracted from ancient sources being called ancient 

DNA (aDNA) (Drancourt 2016).  

In 1984, Higuchi et al. successfully extracted a small fragment of DNA from a museum quagga 

specimen (an extinct relative of the modern Zebra) and amplified it using bacterial cloning 

techniques. This was the first evidence that DNA was more stable than previously assumed and 

offered scientists another tool for studying the past beyond the fossil record. The following year 

Pääbo recovered human DNA from an ancient Egyptian mummy and the hunt began for the world’s 

oldest DNA.  

The number of studies amplifying DNA from ever older sources began to rapidly increase with the 

advent of PCR in 1987. However, early studies were plagued by the question of authenticity (i.e. was 

the DNA present really ancient or just modern contamination) and guidelines for PCR studies of 

aDNA were introduced (Cooper and Poinar 2000). The arrival of next generation sequencing (NGS) 

in the early 2000’s finally provided a way to authenticate DNA from ancient samples by checking the 

raw reads for age associated signatures of damage found in aDNA (Margulies et al. 2005; Arning and 

Wilson 2020). 

Although DNA has been extracted from several samples with ages estimated to be greater than a 

million years, including remains found in amber by DeSalle et al. (1992) and in plant fossils by 

Golenberg et al. (1990), Pääbo and Wilson (1991), Lindahl (1993), and Pääbo et al. (2004) argue that 

these are more likely to be modern DNA contamination. While early studies often focused on 

obtaining the oldest DNA possible, more recent studies have shifted the focus towards reliably 

extracting DNA for a diverse set of sample types (Jones and Bösl 2021). 

 

1.1.4 Sources of ancient DNA 

Environmental conditions play a critical role in the amount and quality of DNA that can be 

successfully extracted from any sample, with DNA being more successfully extracted from frozen or 

rapidly desiccated samples (Campos et al. 2012; Dabney et al. 2013b). Frozen human tissues are an 
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excellent source of DNA as freezing rapidly preserves the tissue and immediately slows the 

degradation, but they are rare and typically only discovered by accident (Aboudharam 2016).  

Although human DNA was successfully extracted from bones by Hagelberg et al. in 1989, 

skepticism was expressed by early pioneers in the field, including Svante Pääbo who stated that ‘Of 

course you can’t get DNA from bone!’ (because of trouble with contamination and authentication 

(Jones and Bösl 2021)) at the Biomolecular Palaeontology Community Meeting the following year. 

Although extracting DNA from bones is destructive and often unsuccessful (Arning and Wilson 

2020), bones have become one of the main sources of aDNA, as they are readily available and often 

have a known provenance (Aboudharam 2016). Some chronic diseases (such as leprosy caused by 

Mycobacterium leprae (Schuenemann et al. 2013; Mendum et al. 2014) and tuberculosis caused by 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Müller et al. 2014)) leave skeletal lesions, which although insufficient 

for a retrospective disease diagnosis can be used to determine which bones should be to choose for 

further analysis. In general, only a small amount DNA is successfully extracted from skeletons found 

in graves, with any DNA extracted often being highly damaged (likely due their contact with soil). In 

contrast, the DNA extracted from skeletons found in vaults is generally more abundant and less 

damaged (Kay et al. 2015; Aboudharam 2016). 

Dental calculus is a calcified biofilm which forms on teeth and which can be used to investigate 

changes in the oral microbiome through time as it contains whole bacteria (including oral and 

respiratory pathogens) along with their DNA (Warinner et al. 2014; Aboudharam 2016; Davenport et 

al. 2017). The rate of formation is influenced by oral hygiene and exposure to things which influence 

the rate of saliva production such as smoking/radiation/drugs. A study by Velsko et al. (2019) 

compared modern dental plaque and modern dental calculus and found a systematic bias in the 

microbial composition during calcification (Arning and Wilson 2020). aDNA studies using dental 

calculus are thus limited to human oral microbiome species (although theoretically they could include 

respiratory organisms) and likely present a skewed representation of past microbial diversity. 

In 1998 and 2000, Drancourt et al. and Raoult et al. successfully extracted and amplified Yersinia 

pestis DNA from the dental pulp of plague victims. However, in 2004 Gilbert et al. were unable to 

replicate these findings with an alternative set of samples. This was challenged by Drancourt and 

Raoult (2004) who note that Gilbert et al. (2004) did not properly replicate the original methods.  
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Since then, dental pulp has become the preferred source of DNA for detecting several ancient 

pathogens, with all Y. pestis paleogenomes to date coming from ancient teeth. The dental pulp is 

highly vascularized meaning that pathogens present in the bloodstream at the time of death are often 

found in the dental pulp (Drancourt et al. 1998; Aboudharam 2016). Teeth are also relatively 

abundant, survive longer than bones, and have a core which is better protected from external 

contamination (Drancourt et al. 1998; Bos et al. 2011, 2019; Aboudharam 2016; Vågene et al. 2018; 

Mühlemann et al. 2018).  This is thought to be because teeth are 70-75% dry weight mineral 

compared to 6% for bones (Kirsanow and Burger 2012). Also, dental pulp is easier to extract DNA 

from as there is no need to demineralize the sample and the taxonomic composition is not as skewed 

as that of dental calculus (Aboudharam 2016; Arning and Wilson 2020). X-rays can be used to help 

choose teeth for further analysis, with single rooted teeth which have a large pulp cavity (incisors, 

canines, premolars) from young adults or adolescents considered to be the best. However, if the apical 

end is open it may have been exposed to soil and become contaminated (Aboudharam 2016).  

Other calcified structures from chronic infections (e.g. calcified plurea) are another good source of 

ancient pathogen DNA as they are very resistant to environmental contamination with levels of 

preservation approaching that of mineralized dental calculus (Donoghue et al. 1998; Kay et al. 2014, 

2015; Devault et al. 2017; Mann et al. 2018). 

Coprolites (fossilized feaces) are a good source of aDNA for human microbiome studies as they 

provide a snapshot (although likely skewed) of the intestinal contents of the host. They can be found 

in dry, cold, or tropical environments but are best preserved in extremely dry or frozen environment. 

However, they can be hard to distinguish from rocks (Cano et al. 2000, 2014; Poinar et al. 2003; 

Santiago-Rodriguez et al. 2013). 

For ancient environmental bacterial DNA, Arning and Wilson (2020) consider ice cores to be the 

only acceptable source. However, Linderholm (2021) describes several papers which successfully 

retrieved whole genomes (although not bacterial) from soil. There is some debate regarding the 

migration of DNA in soil. Andersen et al. (2012) state that it is stable, however Haile et al. (2007) 

found sheep DNA in a layer of soil in New Zealand estimated to be older then when sheep were first 

introduced to New Zealand. 
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1.1.5 Ancient DNA damage 

DNA damage determines if the DNA can be sequenced and how the resulting reads are interpreted. 

DNA damage can also be used to “authenticate” aDNA as certain patterns of damage can be used to 

distinguish damaged DNA from modern or undamaged DNA. As described below, there are three 

types of damage commonly found with aDNA. 1) Shorter fragment lengths, 2) damage which 

changes what nucleotides are incorporated during replication, and 3) damage which blocks replication 

(Dabney et al. 2013b).  

 

1.1.5.1 Ancient DNA fragment sizes 

When Pääbo (1989) extracted DNA from a variety of samples (age 4 to 13,000 years old) they found  

the DNA fragment size varied between 40 and 500 base pairs (bp). This is considered to be a common 

feature of aDNA, with aDNA generally having fragments shorter than 100 bp (Duchêne et al. 2020). 

Additionally, the number of reads as a function of length drops rapidly with increasing length 

(Warinner et al. 2017).  

The steady decrease in fragment size is thought to be due to hydrolytic depurination which results 

in an abasic site which is then followed by 𝛽-elimination resulting in single strand breaks (Lindahl 

1993). Supporting evidence for this was found in invitro experiments done by Lindahl and Andersson 

(1972) and Lindahl and Nyberg (1972) which used radioactively labeled purine residues. 

High throughput sequencing has provided additional evidence for this mechanism of DNA 

fragmentation. Using reference genomes, Briggs et al. (2007) found that purines (adenine and 

guanine) were more likely to be found adjacent to strand breaks than pyrimidines (thymine and 

cytosine) at the 5′ ends of DNA fragments from Neanderthal, mammoth, and cave bear remains (∼ 

40,000 years old). However, because of the sequencing protocol that was used, they were unable to 

determine if the pattern also occurred at the 3′ end of the DNA fragments. 

Overballe-Petersen et al. (2012) tried adding a poly A tail to the 3′ end of permafrost 

Pleistocene horse DNA. They did not find a preference for strand breaks at any particular base at the 

3′ end but noted that this was likely due to inefficient ligation of the poly A tail to aldehydic 3′ ends 

which are a predicted byproduct of 𝛽-elimination. Dabney and Meyer (2012) used a protocol which 

preserves the original 3′ and 5′ ends and found that purines and especially guanines were 
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overrepresented at both ends of the DNA molecules in DNA extracted from bones which were tens of 

thousands of years old. 

 

1.1.5.2 Ancient DNA nucleotide misincorporations 

Nucleotide bases can be hydrolytically deaminated resulting in them being misread by polymerases. 

This often occurs with cytosine bases turning them into uracil bases. If this is not enzymatically 

repaired, the uracils appear in the final sequence as a C → T transition on the forward strand or a G 

→ A transition on the complementary strand. 

Pääbo (1989) inferred that aDNA contains uracil bases because it is sensitive to uracil-N-

glycosylase (UNG) treatment (also known as UDG treatment). Additionally, Hofreiter et al. (2001) 

PCR amplified aDNA and found that the majority of substitutions in ancient DNA are C → T and that 

this dramatically decreased following UNG treatment.  

Using high throughput sequencing Stiller et al. (2006) and Gilbert et al. (2007) found that C → T 

substitutions are the most common nucleotide misincorporations found in ancient DNA. 

Subsequently, Briggs et al. (2007) and Brotherton et al. (2007) found that these substitutions are 

concentrated at the ends of the molecules, where up to 40% of cytosines appear as thymines. This is 

followed by an exponential decrease along the molecule. A newer protocol which does not remove 3′ 

overhangs was used by Meyer et al. (2012) to confirm that C → T substitutions occur at both ends of 

ancient DNA molecules at an elevated rate. 

Because of their concentration at the ends of molecules, it is thought that C → T substitutions are 

due to single stranded overhangs resulting from 𝛽-eliminations (Briggs et al. 2007). This is because 

the rate of cytosine deamination is estimated to be 2 times higher in single stranded DNA than in 

double stranded DNA (Lindahl 1993) and Dabney et al. (2013) found that uracils rarely occur in the 

middle of aDNA molecules. 

 

1.1.5.3 Replication blocking modifications to DNA 

DNA polymerases can be hindered or stopped by modified DNA molecules. These include modified 

bases and the DNA molecule being bound to itself, other DNA molecules, or other macro molecules 
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such as proteins (Dabney et al. 2013b). Hoss et al. (1996) analyzed DNA extracted from permafrost 

and non-permafrost samples and found that all 11 samples contained 5-hydroxy-5-methylhydantoin 

and 5-hydroxyhdantoin, which are oxidation products of pyrimidines. They were only able to amplify 

DNA from the samples which had lower levels of hydantoins present. Poinar (2002) found evidence 

of Maillard reaction products (which can bind DNA to proteins) using gas chromatography and mass 

spectrometry in sloth coprolites estimated to be 20,000-year-old. Only after the coprolites were 

treated with with N-phenacylthiazolium bromide (N-PTB) (which cleaves Maillard products) were 

they able to amplify the DNA. Hansen et al. (2006) estimate that cross links accumulate 100 times 

faster than single strand breaks in permafrost derived ancient DNA. However, Heyn et al. (2010) say 

that all blocking lesions (cross linked or otherwise) are present in no more than 40% of the molecules. 

Further studies are needed to resolve this issue. 

 

1.1.5.4 DNA damage over time 

Based on invitro experiments Lindahl (1993) estimates that DNA cannot survive more than a few 

hundred thousand years making any claim of multi-million year DNA suspect. However Allentoft et 

al. (2012) predict that DNA from frozen samples might be able to last more than a million years 

based on estimates of the half-life of mitochondrial DNA fragments extracted from bird bones in New 

Zealand (which were estimated to be 500 years old). Sawyer et al. (2012) tried to find a correlation 

between DNA damage and its age using DNA from animal remains which were between 18 and 

60,000 years old. They found that fragment length was not a good indicator of age while also finding 

that strand breaks are concentrated adjacent to purine residues and that C → T substitutions at the 5′ 

ends of the molecules had a strong positive correlation with age, regardless of site and burial 

conditions. 

It is unlikely that a precise rate for DNA degradation will ever be determined as this is entirely 

dependent on environmental factors including temperature, free water, oxygen, pH, salt, and radiation 

exposure (Campos et al. 2012). Thus, DNA from younger samples can have more damage than DNA 

from older samples (Orlando et al. 2021) making estimating the age of a sample directly from the 

amount of DNA damage present impossible. More studies from varying environments may help 

estimate the likelihood of DNA surviving in a specific environment but given the micro-

environmental differences within any specific environment, even this is unlikely.  
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DNA from different species of bacteria is predicted to degrade at different rates due to differences 

in cell wall composition. Gram-positive bacteria have cell walls which are 2-10 times thicker than 

those of gram-negative bacteria which is predicted to protect their DNA from environmental assault 

postmortem. Additionally, bacterial structures such as spores are likely to provide protection from 

degradation (Setlow 2007). However, no systematic studies comparing the DNA degradation over 

time versus microbial composition have yet been done. 

Unfortunately, many pathogenic bacteria are Gram-negative making their DNA more likely to be 

degraded and thus harder to detect in ancient samples. M. tuberculosis and M. leprae (two heavily 

studied ancient pathogens) have high levels of mycolic acid in their cell walls and produce lipid 

exudates which are thought to help preserve their DNA. This may account for the lower amounts of 

deamination seen in ancient M. leprae samples (Duchêne et al. 2020). 

 

1.1.6 Analysis of ancient DNA 

The steps used for sequencing and analyzing modern DNA also apply to sequencing and analyzing 

aDNA, with the additional step of authenticating which reads are from aDNA versus modern DNA. 

However, because aDNA has shorter fragments, is damaged, and easy to contaminate the specifics of 

the individual steps differ from those used for modern DNA. For many steps choices must be made 

which affect the quality of the final data and any interpretations. 

 

1.1.6.1 Biochemical analysis of ancient DNA 

Ancient DNA facilities  

To avoid contamination, samples used for aDNA analysis should be handled as little as possible 

between when they are collected and when they are processed for DNA extraction and sequencing. 

This includes during excavation, transport, and storage. Of course, this is not possible for all samples, 

especially those which come from archives or museum collections (Orlando et al. 2021). 

Extraction and processing of aDNA needs to be done in a dedicated facility to reduce the risk of 

contamination as this will heavily influence the interpretation of the results. These labs are kept sterile 

with HEPA-filtered positive air pressure and daily UV/bleach decontamination of work surfaces with 
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workers dressed in apparel similar to that used in semiconductor clean rooms (Orlando et al. 2021). 

Early aDNA studies were done before facilities like these existed and thus their results are mostly 

unsubstantiated. 

 

DNA extraction 

This step is the most critical in the entire aDNA analysis workflow. Because of the irreproducible 

nature of aDNA samples it is desirable to use the least amount of source material to obtain the 

maximum amount of aDNA possible while also leaving enough material for further analysis in the 

future (Orlando et al. 2021).   

Early methods required the destruction of the entire sample in order to obtain enough DNA for 

subsequent analysis (Scarsbrook et al. 2022). Various protocols have been proposed and tested (with 

varying levels of success) which reduce the amount of sample material needed and which allow for 

the coextraction of proteins (Hofreiter 2012; Gomes et al. 2015; Sirak et al. 2017; Korlević et al. 

2018; Fagernäs et al. 2020; Harney et al. 2021). The varying levels of success are unsurprising given 

the range of sample materials and that good physical preservation does not guarantee good DNA 

preservation (Martı́nez-Delclòs et al. 2004).  

In general, samples are converted to a fine powder which is then added to series of buffers which 

decalcify mineral matrices, break down any proteins and lipids present, and release the DNA from the 

organic and inorganic molecules which it is bound to (Orlando et al. 2021). Bleach or an enzyme 

cocktail can also be used to destroy chemical inhibitors, but this comes at the cost of also destroying 

some of the DNA present (Damgaard et al. 2015; Korlević et al. 2015; Gamba et al. 2016; Orlando et 

al. 2021). Some protocols include discarding (or setting aside) the first extraction fraction which is 

predicted to contain the highest concentration of contaminates (Damgaard et al. 2015; Gamba et al. 

2016). 

Standard extraction protocols designed for modern undamaged, unfragmented DNA do not work 

well with aDNA and custom protocols have been developed (Dabney et al. 2013a) with silica 

particles in solution (Höss and Pääbo 1993), on a column (Damgaard et al. 2015; Gamba et al. 2016; 

Rohland et al. 2018), or attached to magnetic beads (Glocke and Meyer 2017; Rohland et al. 2018) 
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being the current standard. The DNA can then be washed with ethanol and eluted using a low-salt 

buffer (Orlando et al. 2021).  

 

Removing DNA damage 

The abundance of uracil molecules in aDNA can bias sequence analyses (Ho et al. 2007; Axelsson et 

al. 2008).  To reduce the amount of damage induced sequencing errors, some protocols include a step 

where the extracted DNA is treated with the USER regent from New England Biolabs. This is a 

commercial mix which includes Uracil-DNA-glycosylase (UDG) and endonuclease VIII (Endo VIII). 

UDG removes uracil residues and then Endo VIII cleaves the abasic site that was created (Orlando et 

al. 2021). 

Although this reduces sequencing errors it also removes the primary signal used to authenticate 

DNA as being ancient and results in even shorter fragments which can result in less efficient 

amplification during later steps. For mammalian DNA, CpG dinucleotides can still be used as an 

alternative damage signal with USER treated samples and for non-mammalian DNA, some protocols 

split the sample into UDG and non-UDG samples which can then be compared separately. This keeps 

the damage signal intact but increases the overall cost and complexity of the experiment (Orlando et 

al. 2021). 

An alternative protocol known as UDG-half has been developed with removes most of the damage 

but leaves uracil molecules at the ends of the DNA strands (Rohland et al. 2015). This leaves some of 

the damage signal available for authentication and minimizes damage induced sequencing errors. In 

general, the decision to apply USER treatment to samples is made on a per study and per sample basis 

depending on the research question being asked (Orlando et al. 2021). 

 

Next generation sequencing library construction 

The original double stranded protocols used to create NGS libraries were not optimized for aDNA 

with most protocols using the T4 DNA polymerase which removes 3′ overhangs and fills in 5′ 

overhangs before adapters and indexes were ligated to the freshly created double stranded ends 

(Meyer and Kircher 2010). In contrast newer, single stranded protocols ligate the adapters directly to 
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individual single stranded molecules (Gansauge and Meyer 2013; Gansauge et al. 2020) which results 

in overhanging 3′ ends and nicked molecules being preserved (Orlando et al. 2021). Interestingly, 

single strand protocols have been extended to enable direct capture of DNA molecules containing 

uracil bases (Gansauge and Meyer 2014). 

Although single stranded protocols have been shown to reduce the amount of DNA lost during the 

library preparation (Orlando et al. 2021) they are not yet the default protocol used in aDNA studies. 

However, with the development of cheaper protocols which use double stranded polymerases this is 

likely to change in the near future (Gansauge et al. 2017; Harkins et al. 2020). Single tube based 

protocols are likely to help reduce the overall cost even further (Carøe et al. 2018). Alternatively, 

single-molecule sequencing (e.g. Helicos (Milos 2010), Pacific Biosciences (Quail et al. 2012) and 

Oxford Nanopore (Howorka et al. 2001)) have the potential to further reduce the cost and complexity 

of aDNA sequencing. 

A standard step in the preparation of NGS DNA libraries is the inclusion of unique identifiers 

(indexes) as part of the adaptors used for each sample. This enables multiple samples to be sequenced 

at the same time and while also reducing contamination due to the amplification of DNA which does 

not have the correct index (Orlando et al. 2021). Using indexes on both of the adapters used enables 

the detection of chimeric DNA templates formed through jumping PCR (Kircher et al. 2012) or 

through index hopping during the cluster generation (van der Valk et al. 2020). 

 

Library amplification 

In order to have enough DNA, most NGS aDNA libraries need a PCR amplification step before they 

can be sequenced. However, PCR amplification can skew the final DNA library complexity due to 

preferential template binding (Dabney and Meyer 2012) and differences in how specific DNA 

polymerases handle damaged DNA (Seguin-Orlando et al. 2015). Polymerases which are commonly 

used (as they do not substantially skew the NGS DNA library complexity) include Pfu Turbo Cx, 

Herculase II, and Accuprime Pfx. Of these Pfu Turbo Cx is a non-proof reading polymerase which is 

able to amplify damaged, uracil containing templates and which is often used during NGS DNA 

library construction. The other two enzymes are proofreading and often used to amplify NGS DNA 

libraries or during target enrichment (Orlando et al. 2021). 
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The optimal number of PCR cycles is dependent on the specific sample and should be determined 

using real-time PCR before the final amplification is performed (Meyer et al. 2008). Too many PCR 

cycles generates PCR duplicates which results in clonality and saturation during the sequencing step 

(Orlando et al. 2021).  

 

Target enrichment 

The  DNA present in ancient samples is a mixture of DNA from endogenous (target DNA of interest) 

and exogenous (non-target contaminating DNA) sources (some of which may have come from the 

individuals processing the samples) (Warinner et al. 2017) with the amount of aDNA extracted 

usually ranging from 1-10% of the overall amount of DNA extracted (Duchêne et al. 2020). For 

bacterial pathogen DNA this can be less than 0.1% of the whole DNA content and is generally 

proportionally far less than the total DNA extracted (Devault et al. 2014b; Rasmussen et al. 2015; 

Andrades Valtueña et al. 2017; Vågene et al. 2018; Schuenemann et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2018; 

Guellil et al. 2018).  

Thus it of considerable interest to increase the amount of a target DNA present before sequencing 

to minimize the costs and to increase the chances of successfully finding DNA relevant to the 

research question. Early work used probes bound to microarrays while current research predominately 

uses short DNA or RNA oligonucleotides in solution with probes of varying lengths designed to 

target specific loci, whole genomes, or somewhere in between (Orlando et al. 2021). Probe design 

needs to take base composition into account to avoid biasing the recovered DNA sequences which 

can affect downstream analyses (Cruz-Dávalos et al. 2017). Additional rounds of enrichment can be 

useful to a certain extent. However, too many rounds of enrichment can reduce overall library 

complexity (Orlando et al. 2021).  

An alternative to sequence specific targeted capture are protocols which enable the direct capture of 

DNA molecules which contain uracil bases and thus are likely of an ancient origin (Gansauge and 

Meyer 2014; Weiß et al. 2020). Combining both of these approaches could be useful for studying 

mixed populations of ancient and modern DNA (e.g. C. tetani in soil). 
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Sequencing 

Various NGS sequencers have been used to sequence aDNA. From 2006 to 2010 the Roche 454 

system was popular, but it has since been replaced by Illumina sequencers due to them being readily 

available and producing large amounts of data with low error rates. Conveniently Illumina sequencers 

work well with short (<300bp) fragments of DNA and are thus well suited for sequencing shorter 

aDNA fragments (Orlando et al. 2021). 

However, Illumina sequencers are not perfect, with batch affects being possible. These can be 

partially mitigated by calibrating individual runs using the addition of PhiX DNA as a control 

(Kircher et al. 2009; Renaud et al. 2013). To avoid index hopping (when indices bind to the wrong 

sample during sequencing) heteroduplexes and unbound adapters should be removed before 

sequencing and chimeric sequences removed computationally after sequencing (Kircher et al. 2012; 

van der Valk et al. 2020; Orlando et al. 2021). 

 

1.1.6.2 Computational analysis of ancient DNA 

Read processing and alignment 

DNA can be sequenced in one or in both directions resulting in single reads (SE) or paired-end reads 

(PE) data. The sequencer software takes the raw florescence values and converts them into fastq files 

which include Phred encoded quality scores (Ewing and Green 1998; Ewing et al. 1998). These 

scores represent the confidence that the assigned base is the correct one, with p representing the 

probability that the assigned base is incorrect such that 

𝑝 =  10
−𝑄
10  

The Q value can be included in the fastq file using several encodings with Phred+33 being the most 

common, and the older Phred+64 still found in some older datasets. Several other encoding schemes 

were developed by specific companies for their specific sequencers, but they are rarely seen in 

modern datasets. Phred+33 and Phred+64 both store a Q value from 0 to 93 as an ascii character 

starting at 33 (ascii !) for Phred+33 or 64 (ascii @) for Phred+64. As the @ symbol is used to label 

the lines containing read meta-data in fastq files, badly written parsers are more likely to incorrectly 

parse Phred+64 encoded files and Phred+33 has become the community standard.  
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Unfortunately, the Phred encoding scheme used in a specific fastq file is not explicitly defined, 

leaving it up to the user to try and predict the encoding based on a subset of the file (e.g. the first 1000 

reads). This is an important step in any bioinformatic analysis as many bioinformatics programs 

assume the input data is Phred+33 encoded unless they are explicitly told otherwise. Since the 

Phred+33 and Phred+64 encodings overlap in their expected range of ascii values a Q value of zero in 

Phred+64 (p=1) would be interpreted as a Q value of 31 in the Phred+33 encoding (p=
1

1032). 

Databases such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) sequence read archive 

(SRA) try to ensure all datasets stored in their collection are Phred+33 encoded but this does not 

always happen, especially with datasets mirrored from other organizations.  

After the fastq files have been checked to ensure they have a consistent encoding they can be 

processed to remove index and adapter sequences. At the same time reads can be filtered based on 

their Q values and length, with lower quality bases on the ends removed and PE reads merged into a 

single sequence. Since the ends of aDNA molecules have an increased concentration of C → T 

transitions, removing the last few bases on both ends can sometimes improve downstream read 

mapping at the expensive of potentially removing some of the signal used for authentication that the 

reads are ancient (Schubert et al. 2012). Common programs for doing this include leeHom (Renaud et 

al. 2014),  AdapterRemoval v2 (Schubert et al. 2016), and fastp (Chen et al. 2018). 

 

Read Mapping 

Reads can be mapped to reference sequences using a variety of programs. Currently BWA (Li and 

Durbin 2009) and Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) are the most commonly used. The 

accuracy and sensitivity of both programs is dependent on the how close the reads are the reference 

sequence, the amount of damage present in the reads, the type of DNA library preparation used, 

whether samples were USER treated, and the specific program parameters used (Orlando et al. 2021). 

The program gargammel (Renaud et al. 2017) can be used to generate pseudo aDNA reads from a 

reference sequence which can then be used to benchmark programs in silico. A few studies have 

compared the accuracy and specificity of various read mapping programs when used with aDNA 

(Schubert et al. 2012; Martiniano et al. 2020; Oliva et al. 2021), but more studies are needed.  
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Competitive mapping should be used when using read mapping to screen metagenomic data for 

specific organisms. Mapping reads against several related sequences and only keeping those that map 

to one specific sequence can help reduce the number of false positive matches if the reference 

sequences are phylogenetically informative (Key et al. 2017; Warinner et al. 2017). The distribution 

of reads across the reference sequence should also be checked to determine if there are multiple 

sources of DNA present. If the DNA is from a single source the coverage is expected have a random 

even distribution. If multiple sources are present some regions will have a concentration of reads 

piling up (Warinner et al. 2017). 

 

De novo genome assembly 

De novo genome assembly of aDNA is controversial. Orlando et al. (2021) say that de novo assembly 

of aDNA is uncommon due to environmental contamination, shorter read lengths, and damage. As an 

outlier they mention the study by Schuenemann et al. (2013) which used de novo assembly to obtain a 

high coverage genome of M. leprae from a well preserved sample.  However, Bos et al. (2019) 

suggest that de novo assembly can be useful when aDNA comes from organisms with no close 

reference genome. They also list several de novo assemblers which were specifically developed to 

work with shorter reads (although not specifically for aDNA) including Velvet (Zerbino and Birney 

2008), SPAdes (Bankevich et al. 2012) and SOAPdenovo (Luo et al. 2012),  along with  several 

meta-genomic assemblers including Ray Meta (Boisvert et al. 2012), MetaVelvet-SL (Namiki et al. 

2012), MEGAHIT (Li et al. 2016), and metaSPAdes (Nurk et al. 2017). They note that how well each 

program does is dependent on the input data and users should experiment (van der Walt et al. 2017; 

Sczyrba et al. 2017) and compare the various assemblies using program such as QUAST (Gurevich et 

al. 2013). Of particular interest, de novo assembly of mixtures of ancient and modern DNA should be 

tested. 

 

Authentication 

After reads have been mapped to reference sequences there are four key criteria that can be used to 

try to separate ancient endogenous DNA from exogenous (presumed modern) DNA.  
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1. Checking for an increase in cystine deamination at the ends of molecules as this is considered 

to be the primary signature of ancient DNA molecules (Jónsson et al. 2013).  Rohland et al. 

(2015) suggest a cutoff of at least 3% damage for partially UDG treated samples and 10% for 

untreated samples.  

2. Checking for a disproportionate frequency of purines next to the end of fragments as this is 

unique to aDNA molecules (Arning and Wilson 2020).  

3. Checking for a log-normal tailing off of the number of reads versus fragment length 

(Warinner et al. 2017).  

4. Checking the distribution of reads across the reference genome along with their edit distances 

(the minimum number of operations required to transform one sequence into another). aDNA 

should be randomly distributed with minimal edit distances. A concentration of reads could 

be reads from multiple similar sequences or PCR duplicates (Hübler et al. 2019).  

Several programs can be used to estimate how damaged DNA fragments after they have been 

mapped to a reference. mapDamage2 (Jónsson et al. 2013) uses a bayesian framework to estimate 

several damage parameters (on a per sample basis) and generates several plots (and associated data 

files) including misincorporations and read length distribution. It does not use terminal purine 

frequency or edit distance in its calculations. It also does not estimate how contaminated a sample is.  

In contrast PMDtools (Skoglund et al. 2014; pontussk 2021) estimates damage on a per read basis 

and can filter reads based on the estimated amount of damage present. More recently developed 

programs include AuthentiCT (Peyrégne and Peter 2020), pyDamage (Borry et al. 2021), and 

DamageProfiler (Neukamm et al. 2021). These programs should be tested with a variety of simulated 

datasets to determine how well they perform with different types of data. 

However, regardless of the underlying model used, the output from these programs can be 

misleading. Damaged DNA is not guaranteed to be ancient, and undamaged DNA is not guaranteed to 

be modern. If the source material is particularly old there will be some exogenous DNA with similar 

amounts of damage as the endogenous DNA of interest (Weiß et al. 2020). Additionally whether 

samples were fully or partially UDG treated will change the damage estimates (Rohland et al. 2015). 
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Microbiome profiling 

For microbiome studies, a secondary challenge (beyond determining if the DNA is damaged and/or 

contaminated) is identifying which organisms were present. This is done using programs which 

compare raw reads, or de novo assembled contigs, to a reference database built from specific loci (e.g. 

16S rRNA), multiple loci (e.g.  housekeeping genes) or whole genomes (Warinner et al. 2017). 

Querying these databases is then done by aligning query sequences to the reference sequences in the 

database or by using k-mers to match query sequences to reference sequences in the databases.  

Alignment based programs include mothur (Schloss et al. 2009) and QIIME (Caporaso et al. 2010) 

(database of 16S rRNA), Metagenomic Phylogenetic Analysis (METAPHLAN) (Segata et al. 2012) 

(database of marker genes) and MEGAN Alignment Tool (MALT) (Herbig et al. 2016) and MIDAS 

(Nayfach et al. 2016) (whole genome database). K-mer based programs include Kraken (Wood and 

Salzberg 2014) and Kaiju (Menzel et al. 2016). Each program has specific strengths and weaknesses 

and have been compared in several studies (Warinner et al. 2017; Sczyrba et al. 2017; Velsko et al. 

2018; Eisenhofer and Weyrich 2019). 

Although none of these programs were developed to specifically work with aDNA, METAPHLAN 

and MALT are used by metaBIT (Louvel et al. 2016) and HOPS (Hübler et al. 2019) respectively as 

part of a pipeline for metagenomic analyses. Although metaBIT has been tested with ancient DNA 

samples, it was not explicitly designed for aDNA (Louvel et al. 2016). In contrast HOPS was 

explicitly designed to work with and authenticate aDNA (Hübler et al. 2019).  

Regardless of the algorithms used, these programs are only as good as the databases they use, 

which are only as good as the reference data they were built from. Many organisms have not been 

cultured or had their genome sequenced and thus missing from any databases (Warinner et al. 2017). 

Additionally with ancient pathogens there can be many false positives, as many pathogenic bacteria 

are from the same genre as environmental bacteria (Campana et al. 2014; Warinner et al. 2017).  

An additional complication is that bacterial communities shift over time, especially post mortem, 

and a species DNA survival is predicted to be heavily dependent on the GC content and cell 

membrane composition (Rollo et al. 2007; Arning and Wilson 2020). Clostridial species are often 

found in ancient microbiome studies but this is thought to likely be due to post death colonization by 

soil species which then acquired an ancient signature (Philips et al. 2017; Arning and Wilson 2020) or 

from clostridial species in the gut spreading throughout the host post-mortem (Javan et al. 2017).  
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aDNA Analysis Pipelines 

The wide range of sample types and research questions, combined with an ever-increasing number of 

bioinformatic tools has resulted in a lack of standards for analyzing aDNA. This has been exacerbated 

by differences in how each paper describes its methods making it hard to replicate or extend previous 

work (Orlando et al. 2021). Analysis pipelines like nf-core/eager (Fellows Yates et al. 2021) help 

make aDNA analyses scalable and reproducible, but more work is needed with individual programs to 

determine how well they work with uncommon, but interesting, datasets (such as mixtures of ancient 

and modern C. tetani sequences). 

 

1.1.7 Ancient Pathogens 

DNA from ancient pathogens is used to study two main questions: How has a particular pathogen 

changed over time and when/where has it crossed paths with humans? The DNA of Gram-negative 

organisms is thought to be less protected and thus less likely to be found in ancient samples. However 

DNA from Gram-negative pathogens has been successfully extracted from teeth (Y. pestis (Bos et al. 

2011), Salmonella enterica serovar Paratyphy C (Vågene et al. 2018)), an alcohol preserved colon 

(Vibrio cholerae (Devault et al. 2014a)) and mummified tissues (Helicobacter pylori (Castillo-Rojas 

et al. 2008; Swanston et al. 2011; Maixner et al. 2016)). For Gram-positive pathogens, M. 

tuberculosis and M. leprae have been the focus, aided by the existence of skeletal lesions which help 

determine which bones to further investigate. Interestingly, Clostridium species are Gram-positive 

which may account for their persistent association with archeological samples (Philips et al. 2017), 

but to date they have not been the focus of an aDNA study.  

 

1.1.8 Sources of ancient DNA datasets 

Thus far, studies of aDNA have used a very targeted approach to decide what DNA to look for in 

specific samples. A few studies have used metagenomic methods in their analyses, but those were still 

focused on specific samples predicted to contain aDNA relevant to the specific research question. 
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What is needed is a publicly available repository which contains DNA extracted and sequenced from 

ancient samples which can then be queried for datasets of interest. 

The SRA is the world’s largest publicly available repository of genomic sequencing data (Katz et 

al. 2022). The SRA contains publicly deposited datasets from genome sequencing, shotgun 

metagenomic, amplicon sequencing, transcriptomics, and virtually any other application of DNA and 

RNA sequencing, including the study of aDNA. The NCBI makes the datasets in the SRA freely 

available to the public as part of their “findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR)” policy 

with copies of the data stored on NCBI servers and mirrored to Amazon and Google cloud servers 

(Katz et al. 2022). Given the global use and availability of the SRA, there is potential to use the SRA 

for genomic biomonitoring of pathogens, the analysis of publicly available environmental samples for 

metagenomic applications, and the large-scale analysis of ancient DNA.  

The volume of data in the SRA has grown exponentially since its inception in 2009 (Katz et al. 

2022). It currently contains more then 36 petabytes of data and is predicted to contain over 43 

petabytes by 2023 (2020). Because of its vast size and continuous growth, searching the SRA for a 

specific gene or organism is not possible within a reasonable time frame using traditional 

bioinformatic workflows (e.g. BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) (Altschul et al. 1990) 

searches). Although BLAST was designed to be a rapid sequence similarity search algorithm, pre-

computing the BLAST database for the entire SRA would be unfeasible for storage reasons alone. 

Therefore, the NCBI does not offer a BLAST service for the entire SRA, and only permits dataset 

specific BLAST searches. 

To help researchers search the SRA for datasets with specific characteristics, the NCBI recently 

developed the SRA Taxonomy Analysis Tool (STAT) (Katz et al. 2021). STAT uses a precomputed 

k-mer (short sequence fragment of length k) index (k=32) to provide a rough estimate of the 

taxonomic composition of every sequencing run in the SRA. The STAT results and sequencing meta-

data can be queried via Google’s Big Query or Amazon’s Athena cloud resources (Katz et al. 2022). 

Although this makes it possible to search the SRA for datasets containing specific organisms, it is not 

currently feasible to directly search the entire SRA for specific sequences of interest or for organisms 

that were not in the original set of reference genomes. Since the SRA potentially contains data for 

most sequencing studies since 2007, it likely includes many sequences from ancient DNA samples to 

date.  
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1.1.9 Thesis Hypothesis and Objectives 

This thesis explores the hypothesis that the SRA is a valuable resource for the discovery of novel 

pathogenic clostridial genomes. Key objectives include: 

• Application of a data-mining approach using the STAT to identify which datasets (among the 

millions present in the SRA) are estimated to contain non-trivial levels of C. tetani DNA 

• Recovery and analysis of C. tetani draft genomes, including damage analysis and a 

phylogenetic comparison with modern C. tetani strains 

• Analysis of tetanus neurotoxin genes from these samples in collaboration with 

experimentalists and experts in clostridial neurotoxin biology 

Through these objectives, this thesis provides insights into the diversity of C. tetani and clostridial 

neurotoxins in general, which are still poorly understood in terms of their ecology and evolutionary 

history (Montecucco and Rasotto 2015; Mansfield and Doxey 2018). 
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Chapter 2 

Searching the SRA for Clostridium tetani 

Material in this chapter has been prepared for publication and is available as a pre-print in bioRxiv 

accessible at the following DOI: 10.1101/2022.06.30.498301 

Introduction 

To explore the genomic diversity of C. tetani, STAT analysis results were used to search the entire 

NCBI Sequence Read Archive (10,432,849 datasets from 291,458 studies totaling ~18 petabytes of 

compressed data June 8, 2021) for datasets predicted to contain C. tetani DNA. Of the top 136 

datasets predicted to contain C. tetani DNA, 76 were from human archeological remains and were 

chosen for further study. Draft genomes were assembled for each sample and compared with modern 

strains. From the draft genomes several novel Clostridial species and TeNT like toxins were 

discovered. One TeNT like toxin was experimentally tested and demonstrated to have similar 

properties to modern TeNT. 

 

Methods 

All major calculations were run on Compute Canada servers to obtain results in a timely manner. 

GNU Parallel (Tange 2011) was also used to efficiently use computational resources. 

 

NCBI STAT analysis 

The NCBI developed the SRA taxonomy analysis tool (STAT) to supplement and enhance the 

existing meta-data that is included with each SRA dataset when it is submitted (Katz et al. 2021). 

STAT k-mers were chosen using an iterative min-hash algorithm were each segment of a reference 

genome of length L was split into L - 64 + 1 k-mers of length 64. Each potential k-mer was converted 

to a binary representation and then to a 64-bit hash. The k-mer with the smallest 64-bit hash was then 

chosen as the representative k-mer for that segment of the reference sequence. Any representative k-

mers that appeared in multiple sequences were mapped to the lowest common taxonomic level they 

shared. 

https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.06.30.498301
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In the SRA, every read has been mapped to taxonomic labels using these representative k-mers. For 

ever dataset there is an additional table that can be queried which contains the run ID, the predicted 

taxonomic label, a k-mer self-count, and a k-mer total-count. The self-count represents only k-mers 

that mapped to that specific taxonomic label, whereas the total-count represents k-mers from that 

label or lower in the taxonomic tree (Katz et al. 2021, 2022).  

 

Identification of sequencing runs predicted to contain C. tetani DNA in the NCBI sequence read 

archive 

To identify datasets within the SRA predicted to contain C. tetani DNA the NCBI-STAT database 

was queried (March 15, 2021) via Google’s Big Query API using  

google-cloud-sdk/bin/bq --format=csv query --nouse_legacy_sql --max_rows  

20000000 'SELECT m.* EXCEPT (attributes, biosamplemodel_sam, 

geo_loc_name_sam, ena_first_public_run, ena_last_update_run, 

sample_name_sam, 

jattr,datastore_filetype,datastore_provider,datastore_region), 

tax.total_count, tax.self_count FROM nih-sra-datastore.sra.metadata as m, 

nih-sra-datastore.sra_tax_analysis_tool.tax_analysis as tax WHERE 

m.acc=tax.acc and tax_id=1513  ORDER BY tax.total_count' > 

Clostridium_tetani.txt 

 

STAT estimation of taxonomic abundance for specific sequencing runs in the NCBI sequence read 

archive 

STAT results for datasets chosen for further analysis were obtained (June 11, 2021) using the query 

SELECT * FROM nih-sra-datastore.sra_tax_analysis_tool.tax_analysis AS tax 

WHERE tax.acc IN ("DRR046402","DRR046405",…)  

where “…” represents the remaining 74 sequencing runs. Total counts for each mapped bacterial and 

archaeal taxon at the species level were extracted, were converted to proportional values and 

subsequently visualized in R v4.0.4. 
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Downloading datasets and checking Phred encodings 

FASTQ files of identified sequencing runs were downloaded using the fasterq-dump program 

from the sra-toolkit v2.9.6 The quality encodings of all runs were checked using the first 10000 lines 

of each fastq file using awk and od. Eight runs were Phred+64 encoded and were converted to 

Phred+33 using seqtk v1.3. Twenty-three runs (from 9 different BioSamples)  had an unknown 

encoding and were assumed to be Phred+33 encoded based on the range of the quality scores. 

 

Measurement and visualization of genome coverage 

Bowtie2 v2.4.2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) was used to map reads from individual runs to the C. 

tetani E88 strain chromosome (NCBI accession : NC_004557.1) and plasmid (NCBI accession : 

NC_004565.1) which were then converted to a bam file using samtools v1.12. The bam file was then 

sorted, indexed, and merged with other bam files which had the same BioSample ID.  

The total (average # of reads per base) and percent (number of bases with 1 or more reads divided by 

total number of bases) coverage was calculated for the entire chromosome and plasmid as well as the 

tent (68640 - 72587) and colT (39438 - 42413) regions. Coverage was visualized using Python v3.8.5 

and matplotlib v3.3.2. Circular plots were created using R and a custom script. 

 Circular coverage plots were generated by loading the BAM files into R v4.1.0 with the 

Rsamtools library v2.8.0 and plotted as area plots using functions from the circulize library v0.4.12. 

Coverage was calculated by averaging the number of reads per base in 300bp bins for the plasmid 

sequences, and 11,250bp bins for the chromosome sequences. Values were capped to the 90th 

percentile to prevent high coverage regions from obscuring other regions. Genes were plotted as black 

bars using RefSeq annotations. For the plasmid plots, the tent (68,640-72,587) and colT (39,438-

42,413) genes were also coloured red and blue, respectively. 

 

Genome reconstruction 

Reads were pre-processed using fastp v0.20.1 (Chen et al. 2018) with default settings to perform 

quality filtering and remove potential adapters. FASTQ pre-processing statistics are included in the 

Supplementary data. Metagenome co-assembly, using all reads with the same BioSample ID, was 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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performed using megahit v1.2.9 with default parameters (Li et al. 2014). Contigs were then 

taxonomically classified using Kaiju v1.7.4 (Menzel et al. 2016) against the Kaiju database nr 2021-

02-24 with default settings. Any contigs mapped to C. tetani (NCBI taxonomy ID 1513) or any of its 

strains (NCBI taxonomy IDs 1231072, 212717, 1172202, and 1172203) were selected for further 

analyses. The length of total C. tetani contigs was compared to the mapped read coverage with 

cor.test() in R v4.0.4. The average nucleotide identity (ANI) was calculated using fastANI v1.33 (Jain 

et al. 2018; ‘FastANI’ 2022). CheckM v1.0.18 (Parks et al. 2015) was used on the contigs identified 

as C. tetani with the pre-built set of Clostridium markers supplied with the tool to calculate 

completeness, contamination, and strain heterogeneity. Contigs are available with the Supplementary 

data. 

 

Analysis of ancient DNA damage 

Fastq files were pre-processed using leeHom v1.2.15 (Renaud et al. 2014) to remove adapters and to 

perform Bayesian reconstruction of aDNA. The --ancientdna flag was applied only to paired end 

datasets. The leeHom output was then merged by bioSample ID (concatenated sequentially into one 

file per bioSample ID). Individual and merged results were then processed using seqtk v1.3 to remove 

sequences < 30 bp in length. For each bioSample, trimmed reads were then mapped using bwa 

v0.7.17 to the contigs that were classified as C. tetani using Kaiju, and separately to the human 

mitochondrial reference genome (NCBI accession # NC_012920.1) with parameters (-n 0.01 -o 

2 -l 16500) and converted to a sorted bam file using samtools v1.12. Misincorporation rates 

were measured for all samples using mapDamage2 v2.2.1 (Jónsson et al. 2013) with parameters (--

merge-reference-sequences and --no-stats).  

 

Whole genome SNP-based phylogenetic reconstruction 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms within the assembled C. tetani contigs were identified using 

snippy-multi from the Snippy package v4.6.0 (https://github.com/tseemann/snippy) using the C. 

tetani E88 strain as the reference genome (GCA_000007625.1_ASM762v1_genomic.gbff). A 

genome-wide core SNP alignment was constructed using snippy-core. Five aDNA samples 

(SAMEA103957995, SAMEA103971604, SAMEA3486793, SAMEA104402285, SAMEA3937653) 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis
https://github.com/tseemann/snippy
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were removed due to very poor alignment coverage (<1%). Using the resulting alignment, phylogeny 

was built using FastTree (Price et al. 2010) v2.1.10 with the GTR model and aLRT metric for 

assessment of clade support. The alignment and tree can be found in the Supplementary data. 

 

Sequence analysis of ancient tetanus neurotoxins 

From the plasmid read alignments used earlier, reads aligning to the tent region were extracted, and 

re-aligned using BWA mem v0.7.17-r1188 using default parameters. Read alignments were 

manipulated with samtools v1.12 and htslib v1.12. The read alignment was restricted to the tent gene 

locus for variant calling (using the reverse complement of NC_004565.1, bases 1496-5443). Variants 

were called on each individual sample using the Octopus variant caller v0.7.4 (Cooke et al. 2021) 

with stringent parameters (--mask-low-quality-tails 5 --min-mapping-quality 

10 --min-variant posterior 0.95 --min-pileup-base-quality 35 --min-

good-base-fraction 0.75). This combination of parameters reports only variants with very 

high confidence and read mapping quality, minimizing identification of false positive variant calls. 

Consensus sequences of tent genes were built from each sample using the bcftools consensus tool 

v1.12, and htslib v1.12, replacing positions with 0 coverage with a gap character. MAFFT v7.4.80 

(Katoh and Standley 2013) was used to realign fragments against the reference sequence using the --

keeplength option, which keeps the length of the reference unchanged and therefore ignores the 

possibility of unique insertions. The final tent alignments are available in the Supplementary data. 

  

Phylogenetic analysis of ancient tetanus neurotoxins 

The tent consensus alignment generated as described earlier was processed to keep only sequences (N 

= 20) with alignment coverage exceeding 80%. The following BioSamples were removed: 

SAMEA104402285, SAMEA104281225, SAMEA104281219, SAMEA5054093, SAMN02799091, 

SAMEA103971604, SAMN02799089, SAMN12394113, SAMN06046901, SAMEA104233049, 

SAMEA6502100, SAMEA3486793, SAMEA3713711. The 20 ancient tent gene sequences were 

aligned with 30 tent sequences from modern C. tetani strains, which reduced to 12 representative 

modern tent sequences after duplicates were removed using Jalview v2.9.0b2 (Waterhouse et al. 

2009). tent/E88 was identical with tent from 11 strains (1586-U1, CN655, 641.84, C2, Strain_3, 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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75.97, 89.12, 46.1.08, A, 4784A, Harvard), tent/132CV with 1 other (Mfbjulcb2), tent/63.05 with 2 

others (3483, 184.08), tent/1337 with 2 others (B4, 1240), tent/ATCC_453 with 1 other (3582), and 

tent/202.15 with 1 other (358.99). A phylogeny was constructed using PhyML v3.1 (Guindon and 

Gascuel 2003) with GTR model, empirical nucleotide equilibrium frequencies, invariable sites = 

none, across site rate variation optimized, NNI tree search, and BioNJ as the starting tree. PhyML 

analysis identified 362 patterns, and aLRT (SH-like) branch supports were calculated. The final 

newick tree is available in the Supplementary Data.  

 

TeNT alignment visualization  

The tent MSA was loaded into R v4.1.0 using the Biostrings library v2.60.1 (Pagès et al. 2022). An 

equal dimension matrix was created and each position assigned the colour black if the DNA letter 

matched the reference sequence, red if it did not, yellow if it did not and additionally was not present 

in any of the known modern tent sequences, and none if a gap was present. This matrix was plotted as 

a tile plot using the ggplot2 library v3.3.3 . 

 

Structural analysis of ancient tetanus neurotoxin 

A structural model of TeNT/Chinchorro was generated by automated homology modeling using the 

SWISSMODEL server (Waterhouse et al. 2018). Modeling was performed using two top-scoring 

homologous template structures of tetanus neurotoxins: PDB IDs 7BY5.1.A (97.18% identity), 

5N0C.1.A (97.34% identity). 7BY5.1.A was selected as the best template based on the QMEAN 

quality estimate (Benkert et al. 2011). The model was visualized using PyMOL v2.4.1 (Schrödinger, 

LLC 2015) and unique substitutions (present in TeNT/Chinchorro but absent in modern TeNT 

sequences) were highlighted. 

 

Experimental testing of TeNT/Chinochorro (chTeNT) 

The following work was done by collaborators at Boston Children’s Hospital (Harvard Medical 

School) in the lab of Dr. Min Dong. 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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Antibodies and constructs: Antibodies for Syntaxin-1 (HPC-1), SNAP25 (C171.2), VAMP1/2/3 

(104102) were purchased from Synaptic Systems. Antibody against actin (AC-15) was purchased 

from Sigma. The cDNAs encoding ch-LC-HN (the N-terminal fragment, residues 1-870) and ch-HC 

(the C-terminal fragment, residues 875-1315) were synthesized by Twist Bioscience (South San 

Francisco, CA). The cDNA encoding TeNT-LC-HN (residues 1-870) and TeNT-HC were synthesized 

by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ). A thrombin protease cleavage site was inserted between I448 and 

A457 in both TeNT-LC-HN and ch-LC-HN. LC-HN fragments were cloned into pET28a vector, with 

peptide sequence LPETGG fused to their C-termini, followed by a His6-tag. HC fragments were 

cloned into pET28a vectors with a His6-tag and thrombin recognition site on their N-termini. 

 Protein purification: E. coli BL21 (DE3) was utilized for protein expression. In general, 

transformed bacteria were cultured in LB medium using an orbital shaker at 37 °C until OD600 

reached 0.6. Induction of protein expression was carried out with 0.1 mM IPTG at 18 °C overnight. 

Bacterial pellets were collected by centrifugation at 4,000 g for 10 min and disrupted by sonication in 

lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 0.4 mM lysozyme), and supernatants 

were collected after centrifugation at 20,000 g for 30 min at 4 °C. Protein purification was carried out 

using a gravity nickel column, then purified proteins were desalted with PD-10 columns (GE, 17-

0851-01) and concentrated using Centrifugal Filter Units (EMD Millipore, UFC803008). 

 Sortase ligation: HC protein fragments were cleaved by thrombin (40 mU/μL) (EMD 

Millipore, 605157-1KU) overnight at 4 °C. Ligation reaction was set up in 100 μL TBS buffer with 

LC-HN (8 μM), HC (5 μM), Ca2+ (10mM) and sortase (1.5 μM), for 1 hour at room temperature. Then 

full-length proteins were activated by thrombin (40 mU/μL) at room temperature for 1 hour. Sortase 

ligation reaction mixtures were analyzed by Coomassie blue staining and quantified by BSA 

reference standards. 

 Neuron culture and immunoblot analysis: Primary rat cortical neurons were prepared from 

E18-19 embryos using a papain dissociation kit (Worthington Biochemical) following the 

manufacturer’s instruction. Neurons were exposed to sortase ligation mixtures in culture medium for 

12 hrs. Cells were then lysed with RIPA buffer with protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich). 

Lysates were centrifuged at 12000 g at 4 °C for 10 min. Supernatants were subjected to SDS–PAGE 

and immunoblot analysis.  
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 Animal study: All animal studies were approved by the Boston Children’s Hospital 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol Number: 18-10-3794R). Toxins were diluted 

using phosphate buffer (pH 6.3) containing 0.2% gelatin. Mice (CD-1 strain, female, purchased from 

Envigo, 6-7 weeks old, 25–28 g, n=3) were anesthetized with isoflurane (3–4%) and injected with 

toxin (10 μL) using a 30-gauge needle attached to a sterile Hamilton syringe, into the gastrocnemius 

muscles of the right hind limb, and the left leg served as negative control. Muscle paralysis was 

observed for 4 days. The severity of spastic paralysis was scored with a numerical scale modified 

from a previous report (0, no symptoms; 4, injected limb and toes are fully rigid) (Mellanby et al. 

1968). 

Biosafety and biosecurity: Procedures were approved by the Institute of Biosafety 

Committees at Boston Children’s Hospital (Protocol Number: IBC-P00000501). To ensure biosafety 

and biosecurity, no active full-length tent/Chinchorro toxin gene was produced in any form. The 

amount of sortase ligation reaction was strictly controlled to ensure that only a minimal amount of 

full-length toxins was produced, which was immediately utilized for functional studies. 
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Results 

2.1.1 Identification and assembly of draft C. tetani genomes from archeological 

samples 

Searching the SRA for datasets predicted to contain C. tetani DNA returned 43,620 hits, of which 

42719 (98%) had a k-mer total-count <= 1000 and were ignored as they were likely false positives or 

would have insufficient coverage to be useful. The meta-data for top 25 datasets (sorted by the 

number of k-mer total-count) listed C. tetani as the target organism. Of the 136 sequencing datasets 

possessing the highest predicted C. tetani DNA (k-mer total-count >23,000), 28 were previously 

sequenced C. tetani genomes, along with 108 uncharacterized sequencing runs with high levels of C. 

tetani DNA content, of which 79 were labeled as being human samples. Manual curation determined 

that 76 out of these 79 human samples were collected from archeological human bone and tissue 

specimens, with the remaining three from modern human gut microbiome samples. Based on the 

associated publications, 31 of the 38 (82%) were found to be from teeth, with only 1 of the 31 being 

from dentine and the remaining 30 assumed to be from dental pulp. Of the six non-teeth samples, one 

appears to be from a mummy chest extract with the remaining five being from various bones. 

These 76 ancient DNA datasets are from 38 distinct archeological samples (bioSample IDs), 

spanning a timeframe of ~6,000 years. Although these archeological samples are of a human origin, 

STAT analysis of the 38 DNA samples predicted a predominantly microbial composition (Figure 2). 

C. tetani-related DNA was consistently abundant among predicted microbial communities, detected at 

13.82% average relative abundance (Figure 2, Supplementary Data). 

 

 

 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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Figure 1 : Petabase-scale screen of the NCBI sequence read archive predicts the presence of C. 

tetani DNA in ancient human archeological samples.   
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(A) Analysis of 43,620 samples from the NCBI sequence read archive. Each sample is depicted 

according to its C. tetani k-mer abundance (y-axis) versus the overall dataset size (x-axis). An 

arbitrary threshold, based on computational resources available, was used to distinguish samples with 

high detected C. tetani DNA content. These data points are colored by sample origin: modern C. 

tetani genomes (red), non-human (light blue), modern human (blue), ancient human (black). The pie 

chart displays a breakdown of identified SRA samples with a high abundance of C. tetani DNA 

signatures.  

(B) Geographical locations and timeline of ancient DNA samples. The 76 ancient DNA datasets are 

associated with 38 distinct samples (bioSample IDs), which are represented as individual data points. 

Four samples lack date information and are absent from (B).  

(C) C. tetani chromosomal percent coverage and; (D) plasmid percent coverage detected for reads 

from archeological samples using the C. tetani E88 genome as a reference. The tent and colT genes 

are indicated on the plasmid in red and blue, respectively.  

(E) Average per-sample coverage of C. tetani chromosome, plasmid, and key virulence genes, tent 

and colT. Also shown is the estimated completeness and contamination of C. tetani draft genomes 

assembled from archeological samples as calculated by CheckM. 
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Figure 2 : Predicted proportional abundance of microbial taxa detected.   

Abundance values are based on NCBI sequence read archive taxonomic profiles including all 

identified bacterial and archaeal species. Only species with >10% abundance in at least one sample 

have been plotted. Only values greater than 10% are depicted in the figure. For bioSample IDs 

associated with more than one SRA ID, the sample with a median count of C. tetani was chosen. In 

the case of a choice between two, a random SRA ID was chosen. 

 

To further verify the presence of C. tetani DNA in the archeological samples, reads from each 

sample were mapped to the modern C. tetani reference (Harvard E88 strain) chromosome and 

plasmid. Percent coverage was evenly distributed across the chromosome for most samples (Figure 

1C/D) whereas coverage across the plasmid was more variable, with some samples lacking coverage 
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for specific plasmid regions and genes (Figure 1C/D). Sequencing reads mapping to the tent gene 

were detected in 34/38 (89%) samples, whereas reads mapping to a second plasmid-encoded 

virulence gene, colT, were detected in all samples (Supplementary Data). Thus, all detected C. tetani-

like genomes from ancient samples likely possess a chromosome and plasmid, and all but four are 

likely toxigenic. 

Reads were metagenomically assembled using megahit (Li et al. 2016) for each sample and the 

resulting contigs were taxonomically classified using Kaiju (Menzel et al. 2016) to identify those 

mapping to C. tetani and not to other bacterial species (Supplementary Data). C. tetani contigs 

comprised an average of 4.12% of total assembly size in the archeological samples, reaching as high 

as 28.20% (Supplementary Data). All C. tetani contigs from each sample were binned together 

resulting in 38 C. tetani draft genomes, which were further assessed using CheckM (Parks et al. 2015) 

for percentage completion, contamination resulting from genomic fragments of divergent taxa, and 

strain heterogeneity estimated based on fragments from different strains of the same species (Figure 

1E, Supplementary Data). 

 

 

Figure 3 : Alignment of C. tetani draft genomes from 38 ancient samples with the reference C. 

tetani E88 chromosome (A) and plasmid (B).  

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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Samples are labeled 1-38 and have been sorted and colored based on their average percentage identity 

to the reference. See Appendix: Table 1 for the ring versus bioSample ID mapping. 

 

2.1.2 A subset of C. tetani draft genomes show signs of age associated DNA damage 

The C. tetani draft genomes were examined for characteristic patterns of ancient DNA damage using 

mapDamage2 (Jónsson et al. 2013). Seven of the reconstructed C. tetani draft genomes exhibited 

patterns of ancient DNA damage, with a damage rate greater than 10% (the recommended threshold 

for non-UDG treated samples (Rohland et al. 2015)). The highest damage rate (19%) occurred in the 

draft genome from a Y. pestis tooth sample from France (circa 1348 CE) (Namouchi et al. 2018) 

(Figure 5). As controls, the corresponding human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from the same 

samples (Figure 5), and 21 modern C. tetani samples (not shown) was examined.  A significant 

correlation between damage rates of draft C. tetani genome DNA and human mtDNA (R2 = 0.46, p < 

0.01, two-sided Pearson) (Figure 4) was observed, although human mtDNA rates were generally of 

higher magnitude (Figure 5).  Finally, draft C. tetani genomes from the archeological samples had 

significantly shorter fragment lengths (p = < 0.01, Wilcoxon test) than those obtained from 21 

sequencing datasets of modern C. tetani genomes (not shown) with the 21 modern C. tetani draft 

genomes showing no evidence of DNA damage. Thus, some of the C. tetani draft genomes from the 

archeological samples display evidence of ancient DNA damage and are possibly of an ancient origin. 
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Figure 4 : C. tetani DNA from a subset of ancient samples show hallmarks of ancient DNA.   

(A) MapDamage misincorporation plots for five C. tetani draft genomes displaying the highest 

damage levels. The plot shows the frequency of C→T (red) and G→A (blue) misincorporations at the 

first and last 25 bases of sequence fragments. Increased misincorporation frequency at the edges of 

reads is characteristic of ancient DNA.  

(B) This pattern is not observed in a representative modern C. tetani genomic dataset. 

(C) Correlation between damage levels of C. tetani draft genomes and corresponding human mtDNA 

from the same sample.  
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Figure 5 : MapDamage profiles depicting misincorporation levels for the first and last 25 bases 

of C. tetani and human mtDNA fragments from 38 ancient DNA samples.   

G-to-A misincorporations (blue); C-to-T misincorporations (red); nucleotide-to-gap 

misincorporations (green). The top of each column is labeled by DNA type (columns 1,3,5 – C. 

tetani; columns 2,4,6 – human mtDNA) and each plot has been labeled according to its BioSample 

ID. Many ancient samples show a characteristic pattern of increased C-to-T mutations at the 5′ end 

and complementary G-to-A mutations at the 3′ end of sequence fragments due to cytosine 

deamination of 5′ overhanging ends. 
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Figure 6 : Comparison of fragment length distributions for C. tetani contigs from ancient DNA 

datasets and modern datasets.  
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(A) boxplot depicting fragment length distributions for reads mapped to 38 C. tetani draft genomes 

and 21 modern C. tetani draft genomes. Fragment lengths were computed for each sample, combining 

information from both strands, using MapDamage2.  

(B) Fragment length distributions of reads mapped to C. tetani draft genomes for the top five ancient 

samples based on damage level (misincorporation frequency).  

(C) Fragment length distributions for five random modern C. tetani draft genomes metagenomically 

assembled from modern C. tetani sequencing datasets from the SRA. 

 

2.1.3 Identification of novel C. tetani lineages and Clostridium species 

A whole genome single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) based phylogeny was constructed using 

fasttree (Price et al. 2010) using 33 C. tetani draft genomes and 37 known modern C. tetani genomes 

(Chapeton-Montes et al. 2019) (Figure 7A). Five C. tetani draft genomes were omitted due to 

extremely low (<1%) genome coverage, which could result in phylogenetic artifacts. C. cochlearium 

was included as a phylogenetic outgroup, as it is the closest known genomic relative to C. tetani 

(Rainey et al. 2015). The genome-based phylogeny which was produced (Figure 7A) is consistent 

with the expected phylogenetic structure, and contains all previously established C. tetani lineages 

(Chapeton-Montes et al. 2019). Twenty of the C. tetani draft genomes were assigned to existing C. 

tetani lineages (Figure 7A), including new members of clades 1B (N = 1), 1F (N = 1), 1H (N = 9), 

and 2 (N = 9), greatly expanding the known genomic diversity of clade 1H which previously 

contained a single strain and clade 2 which previously contained five strains (Figure 7A).  

Four C. tetani draft genomes clustered within clade 1 but fell outside of established sublineages 

(Figure 7A). The remaining nine C. tetani draft genomes could not be assigned to any existing clade, 

and clustered as novel lineages (Figure 7A). One sample from the Canary Islands (Rodríguez-Varela 

et al. 2017) (dated to 936 BCE) forms a highly divergent lineage (labeled “Y”) clustering outside all 

other C. tetani genomes. Based on the CheckM analysis, this C. tetani draft genome is of high quality 

with 74% completeness, 0.47% contamination and 0% strain heterogeneity (Supplementary Data). It 

exhibits an average nucleotide identity (ANI) of 87.5% to C. tetani E88, and 85.1% to C. 

cochlearium, below the 95% threshold typically used for species assignment (Warinner et al. 2017) 

(Supplementary Data). Eight C. tetani draft genomes form a novel clade (labeled lineage “X”), which 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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clustered outside of the entire C. tetani tree. These samples are exclusively of European origin and 

span a timeframe of 2290BC to 1722AD. The highest quality C. tetani draft genome for this clade is 

from another Y. pestis tooth sample from Germany (Andrades Valtueña et al. 2017) (circa  4203 BP) 

and has 59.8% completeness, and 5.56% contamination and strain heterogeneity as calculated by 

CheckM (Supplementary Data). Further comparison of clade X C. tetani draft genomes to other 

Clostridium species revealed that they are closest to C. tetani (86.33 +- 1.78 average nucleotide 

identity to E88 strain) and C. cochlearium (ANI = 85.16 +- 1.61) (Supplementary Data, Figure 7D). 

Therefore, clade X is potentially a novel species of Clostridium related to C. tetani which includes 

potentially neurotoxigenic strains (Figure 7A). 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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Figure 7 : Phylogenetic analysis reveals known and novel lineages of C. tetani in ancient DNA 

(A) Whole genome phylogenetic tree of draft C. tetani genomes from ancient samples and modern C. 

tetani genomes along with previously labeled phylogenetic lineages. Novel lineages are labeled “X” 

and “Y”, which are phylogenetically distinct from existing C. tetani genomes. 

(B) Geographic clustering of newly identified lineage 1H for C. tetani draft genomes in ancient 

samples from the Americas. 
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(C) Geographic clustering of newly identified clade X species in ancient archaeological samples from 

Europe.  

(D) ANI between clade X C. tetani draft genomes recovered from archeological samples and 

genomes of modern Clostridium species. Clade X C. tetani draft genomes show the highest ANI to C. 

tetani and C. cochlearium at a level that is sufficient to classify them as a novel Clostridium species. 

Note that one sample (from a mummy in Hungary (circa 1787 CE) (Kay et al. 2015) ) was removed 

due to insufficient data required for fastANI. See Supplementary Data for ANI values and genome 

IDs.  

(E) Distributions of damage levels for draft C. tetani genomes from each phylogenetic group 

 

Individual maximum-likelihood phylogenies were also built using the ribosomal marker genes 

rpsL, rpsG and recA. As in the genome-wide tree, the gene phylogenies subdivided into two major 

clades (1 and 2) and the newly discovered lineage X and Y clustered as divergent lineages. The 

individual gene phylogenies therefore support the topology of the genome-based tree and reinforce 

clades X and Y as divergent C. tetani-related lineages. 

 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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Figure 8 : Phylogenetic tree of rpsL coding sequences.  Trees are based on a blastn search with 

Clostridium tetani E88 sequences. The phylogeny is based on a multiple alignment of rpsL 

(AE015927.1:c2752816-2752442) sequences identifed from aDNA C. tetani contigs and modern C. 

tetani strains. Genome IDs of modern C. tetani strains are listed in Chapeton-Montes et al. (2019). 

Sequences with 80% or greater coverage of the C. tetani E88 query sequences were aligned with 

MUSCLE v3.8.31, and RAxML (v8.2.4) trees using the GTR+GAMMA model were created. 

Bootstrap values (based on 100 runs) are displayed for major clades. The tree is highlighted based on 

Figure 7A as follows: GranCanaria-Tooth008 (dark grey) and clades 1 (yellow), 2 (purple), and X 

(light grey). 
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Figure 9 : Phylogenetic trees of rpsG coding sequences.  Trees are based on a blastn search with 

Clostridium tetani E88 sequences. The phylogeny is based on a multiple alignment of rpsG 

(AE015927.1:c2752268-2751801) sequences identified from aDNA C. tetani contigs and modern C. 

tetani strains. Genome IDs of modern C. tetani strains are listed in Chapeton-Montes et al. (2019). 

Sequences with 80% or greater coverage of the C. tetani E88 query sequences were aligned with 

MUSCLE v3.8.31, and RAxML (v8.2.4) trees using the GTR+GAMMA model were created. 

Bootstrap values (based on 100 runs) are displayed for major clades. The tree is highlighted based on 

Figure 7A as follows: GranCanaria-Tooth008 (dark grey) and clades 1 (yellow), 2 (purple), and X 

(light grey). 
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Figure 10 : Phylogenetic trees of recA coding sequences.  Trees are based on a blastn search with 

Clostridium tetani E88 sequences. The phylogeny is based on a multiple alignment of recA 

(AE015927.1:1383544-1384548) sequences identified from aDNA C. tetani contigs and modern C. 

tetani strains. Genome IDs of modern C. tetani strains are listed in Chapeton-Montes et al. (2019). 

Sequences with 80% or greater coverage of the C. tetani E88 query sequences were aligned with 

MUSCLE v3.8.31, and RAxML (v8.2.4) trees using the GTR+GAMMA model were created. 

Bootstrap values (based on 100 runs) are displayed for major clades. The tree is highlighted based on 

Figure 7A as follows: GranCanaria-Tooth008 (dark grey) and clades 1 (yellow), 2 (purple), and X 

(light grey). 
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2.1.4 Identification and experimental testing of a novel tetanus neurotoxin 

A total of 20 draft tent gene sequences were assembled: six with complete coverage, and fourteen 

with 75-99.9% coverage (Supplementary Data). Four are identical to modern tent sequences, while 16 

(including two identical sequences) are novel tent variants with 99.1-99.9% nucleotide identity to the 

E88 tent, which is comparable to the variation seen among modern tent genes (98.6-100%). A 

phylogeny was built using Fastree (Price et al. 2010) using, the 20 tent draft genes and all 12 modern 

tent sequences, which clustered sequences into four distinct subgroups (Figure 11A). Consistent with 

the novel clostridial lineages in the SNP-based phylogeny, the tent gene phylogeny revealed novel 

lineages of tent that are exclusive to the archeological samples. The tent genes clustered into four 

subgroups (Figure 11A) with both modern tent and several draft tent genes found in subgroups 1 and 

3, and the remaining draft tent genes forming novel subgroups ‘2’ and ‘4’. The tent sequence from an 

early Neolithic tooth from Spain (Valdiosera et al. 2018) (C. tetani clade “X”) is the exclusive 

member of tent subgroup ‘4’, and three tent sequences from clade 1H aDNA strains form the novel 

tent subgroup ‘2’. 

The uniqueness of aDNA-associated tent genes was visualized by mapping nucleotide substitutions 

onto the phylogeny (Figure 11B) and focusing on “unique” tent substitutions found only in ancient 

samples and not in modern tent sequences. A total of 54 such substitutions were identified that are 

completely unique to one or more aDNA-associated tent genes (Figure 11B), which were statistically 

supported by a stringent variant calling pipeline (Supplementary Data). Interestingly, the largest 

number of unique substitutions occurred in tent subgroup ‘2’. tent/Chinchorro, from the oldest sample 

in the dataset (from a Chilean mummy bone sample, cira 3,889 BCE (Raghavan et al. 2015)), 

possesses 18 unique substitutions not found in modern tent, and 12 of these are shared with tent/El-

Yaral and 10 with tent/Chiribaya (Figure 11B). The three associated draft C. tetani genomes also 

cluster as neighbors in the phylogenomic tree (Figure 7A), and the three associated archaeological 

samples are from a similar geographic region. These shared patterns suggest a common origin for 

these C. tetani strains and their unique neurotoxin genes and highlights tent subgroup 2 as a distinct 

group of tent variants exclusive to ancient samples (Figure 7A). 

tent/Chinchorro was used as a representative sequence of this group as its full-length gene sequence 

could be completely assembled. The 18 unique substitutions present in the tent/Chinchorro gene 

result in 12 unique amino acid substitutions, absent from modern TeNT protein sequences (L140S, 

E141K, P144T, S145N, A147T, T148P, T149I, P445T, P531Q, V653I, V806I, H924R) (table S14). 

https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/blob/main/data/SupTables.xlsx
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Seven of these substitutions are spatially clustered within a surface loop on the TeNT structure and 

represent a potential mutation “hot spot” (Figure 11C). Interestingly, 7/12 amino acid substitutions 

found in TeNT/Chinchorro are also shared with TeNT/El-Yaral and 5/12 are shared with 

TeNT/Chiribaya (table S14). As highlighted in Figure 11C, TeNT/Chinchorro and TeNT/El-Yaral 

share a divergent 9-aa segment (amino acids 141-149 in TeNT, P04958) that is distinct from all other 

TeNT sequences. Reads mapping to the tent/Chinchorro gene show a low damage level similar to that 

seen in the C. tetani contigs, and it is weaker than the corresponding damage pattern from the 

associated human mitochondrial DNA (Figure 11D). 

Given the phylogenetic novelty and unique pattern of substitutions observed for the 

tent/Chinchorro gene, it was of interest to determine whether it encodes an active tetanus neurotoxin. 

For biosafety reasons, the production of a tent/Chinchorro gene construct was avoided and instead 

sortase-mediated ligation was used to produce limited quantities of full-length protein toxin, as was 

done previously for other neurotoxins (Zhang et al. 2017b, 2018). The resulting full-length 

TeNT/Chinchorro protein cleaved the canonical substrate, VAMP2, in cultured rat cortical neurons, 

and can be neutralized with anti-TeNT anti-sera (Figure 11E, fig. S13). TeNT/Chinchorro induced 

spastic paralysis in vivo in mice when injected to the hind leg muscle and displayed a classic tetanus-

like phenotype similar to that seen for wild-type TeNT (Figure 11F). Quantification of muscle rigidity 

following TeNT and TeNT/Chinchorro exposure demonstrated that TeNT/Chinchorro exhibits a level 

of potency that is indistinguishable from the TeNT (Figure 11G).  
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Figure 11 : Analysis and experimental testing of a novel TeNT lineage identified from ancient 

DNA. 

(A) Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of tent genes including novel tent sequences assembled 

from ancient DNA samples and a non-redundant set of tent sequences from existing strains in which 

duplicates have been removed (see Methods for details). The phylogeny has been subdivided into four 

subgroups. Sequences are labeled according to sample followed by their associated clade in the 

genome-based tree (Fig. 2), except for the Barcelona3031-Tooth sequence (*) as it fell below the 

coverage threshold.  

(B) Visualization of tent sequence variation, with vertical bars representing nucleotide substitutions 

found uniquely in tent sequences from ancient DNA samples. On the right, a barplot is shown that 

indicates the number of unique substitutions found in each sequence, highlighting the uniqueness of 

subgroup 2.  

(C) Structural model of TeNT/Chinchorro indicating all of its unique amino acid substitutions, which 

are not observed in modern TeNT sequences. Also shown is a segment of the translated alignment for 

a specific N-terminal region of the TeNT protein (residues 141-149, uniprot ID P04958). This sub-
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alignment illustrates a segment containing a high density of unique amino acid substitutions, four of 

which are shared in TeNT/El-Yaral and TeNT/Chinchorro.  

(D) MapDamage2 analysis of the tent/Chinchorro gene, and associated C. tetani contigs and mtDNA 

from the Chinchorro-Mummy-Bone sample.  

(E) Cultured rat cortical neurons were exposed to full-length toxins in culture medium at indicated 

concentration for 12 hrs. Cell lysates were analyzed by immunoblot. WT TeNT and 

TeNT/Chinchorro (“ch”) showed similar levels of activity in cleaving VAMP2 in neurons.  

(F-G) Full-length toxins ligated by sortase reaction were injected into the gastrocnemius muscles of 

the right hind limb of mice. Extent of muscle rigidity was monitored and scored for 4 days (means ± 

se; n=3). TeNT/Chinchorro 
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Chapter 3 

Discussion 

In this work, large-scale data mining of millions of existing genomic datasets revealed the occurrence 

of neurotoxigenic C. tetani and related lineages of Clostridium in aDNA samples from human 

archaeological remains. This study has three main findings: 1) the first identification of 

neurotoxigenic C. tetani in archaeological samples including several C. tetani draft genomes of a 

potentially ancient origin; 2) the discovery of potentially novel lineages of C. tetani as well as a 

potentially new species of Clostridium (clade X); and 3) the identification of novel variants of a 

TeNT like toxin including TeNT/Chinchorro which was demonstrated to be an active neurotoxin with 

a potency comparable to modern TeNT. 

This work is unique in several respects. Importantly, the recently developed STAT method (Katz et 

al. 2021) enabled a large-scale survey of all available DNA samples in the NCBI SRA, demonstrating 

the feasibility of discovering patterns across spatially and temporally diverse datasets. This study did 

not specifically target C. tetani in ancient samples, but rather this came as an unexpected finding from 

the results of the large-scale screen.  

Also unexpected was the considerable diversity of ancient samples in which neurotoxigenic C. 

tetani was identified. This suggests that there may be an association between this organism (and 

related species) and human archaeological samples. Although 242 of the 43,620 datasets listed in the 

primary search results have ‘fossil metagenome’ as their target organism, only 10 of the final 76 

datasets list their target organism as ‘fossil metagenome’, with many having a k-mer total-count under 

100 indicating that they are either false positives or too fragmented properly assemble. Thus, it is not 

clear how many of these datasets with large amounts of predicted C. tetani DNA present in the SRA 

are from archeological samples and further study is needed. 

Despite the abundance of environmental (e.g., soil metagenomic) samples in the SRA, these 

samples did not come to the surface of our genomic screen for C. tetani. This is consistent with the 

idea that, although C. tetani spores may be ubiquitous in terrestrial environments such as soil (Popoff 

2020), these spores may be rare and so C. tetani DNA may not regularly appear at appreciable levels 

in shotgun metagenomes.  However, the top 5 target organisms found in our search are ‘human gut 

metagenome’ (6744 datasets), ‘gut metagenome’ (3618 datasets), ‘Homo sapiens’ (3412 datasets), 
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‘soil metagenome’ (2833 datasets), and ‘metagenome’ (2456 datasets) accounting for 44% of the all 

the datasets predicted to contain C. tetani DNA. Conversely, many of these are likely false positives 

or too fragmented to assemble as only including datasets with a k-mer total-count >= 1000 results in 

the top 5 target organisms being ‘Homo sapiens’ (289), ‘Equus caballus’ (40), ‘gut metagenome’ 

(35), ‘Yersinia pestis’ (28), and ‘Clostridium tetani’ (26) accounting for 46% of the datasets with a k-

mer total-count >= 1000. Further study is needed to fully determine how likely C. tetani, and in 

particular, neurotoxogenic C. tetani is in various environments.  

The majority (31/38) of the aDNA in this current study was extracted from teeth. This is expected 

as teeth are commonly used in aDNA studies due to the survival and concentration of endogenous 

aDNA content (Adler et al. 2011). However, finding high levels of C. tetani DNA in teeth is 

unexpected should be explored further. 

It is important to point out, that unlike other examples of ancient pathogens such as M. tuberculosis 

or Y. pestis, the identification of neurotoxigenic C. tetani in aDNA samples alone is insufficient to 

implicate tetanus as the cause of death or even to suggest that the corresponding C. tetani strains are 

contemporaneous with the archaeological samples. A variety of environmental factors and 

mechanisms may account for the presence of neurotoxigenic clostridia in aDNA samples, including 

the possibility of post-mortem colonization by environmental clostridia (Philips et al. 2017; Arning 

and Wilson 2020). This explanation may account for the observation of low C. tetani damage rates 

but high human mtDNA rates in some samples. For other samples, the C. tetani damage levels 

(>10%) are indicative of an ancient origin, but it is unknown whether these strains are the result of 

ancient sample colonization, or whether they are as old as the archaeological samples themselves.  

Several of the samples display signs of damage consistent with UDG or partial UDG treatment. 

Additionally, although the length of the reads mapped to the C. tetani draft contigs are statistically 

shorter than those from modern C. tetani, several of them do not follow a gaussian or log tailing 

distribution of length versus the number of reads, with several having a spike in the number of longer 

reads. This should be further investigated to rule out assembly or mapping errors. 

Regardless of whether the identified C. tetani genomes are contemporaneous with the 

archaeological samples, an important finding of this work is the substantial expansion of the genomic 

knowledge surrounding C. tetani and its relatives, such as the expansion of clade 2 and clade 1H, as 

well as the discovery of lineages X and Y. Lineage 1H in particular has undergone the greatest 
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expansion through the newly identified draft C. tetani genomes, from one known sample derived 

from a patient in France in 2016 (Chapeton-Montes et al. 2019), to 9 additional draft genomes 

assembled from ancient DNA. This may indicate that a broader diversity of 1H strains exists in under 

sampled environments. Interestingly, these newly identified lineage 1H strains share a common 

pattern of originating from the Americas, perhaps a common region-specific (or regionally abundant) 

environmental C. tetani strain colonized these samples at some point in the past. However, no C. 

tetani draft genomes were assembled with 100% coverage of the E88 reference chromosome and 

plasmid and thus errors in the phylogenetic analysis may have occurred. 

In addition to the expansion of existing lineages, the genomic analysis revealed two highly unique 

lineages of Clostridium that are closely related to, but distinct from, C. tetani and its nearest genomic 

neighbour C. cochlearium. One of these novel lineages (“Y”) was assembled from an aDNA sample 

from the Canary Islands taken from an archeological specimen dated to 936 CE. As it clusters outside 

of the entire C. tetani tree based on three phylogenetic analyses, this may be a lineage derived from 

an ancient lineage of C. tetani that predates the emergence of clade 1 and 2 genomes. Lineage Y also 

appears to be toxigenic, possessing a tent variant that has a unique substitution profile including 

unique substitutions not observed in any other tent sequences (modern or otherwise). However, as 

only 98 out of the approximately 311 member of the genus Clostridium have genomes available for 

comparison, it is possible that this a previously known but unsequenced member of the genus.  

Perhaps even more intriguing is clade “X”, a group of closely related Clostridium strains that also 

formed a sister lineage to C. tetani and yet resemble no other species that has been sequenced to date. 

This clade is unlikely to have arisen by errors in genome sequencing or assembly as it is supported by 

the co-clustering of multiple genomes as well as the consistently divergent placement of clade X 

species in ribosomal gene phylogenies. While the C. tetani draft genomes contain a C. tetani-like 

plasmid, and some strains (e.g., the sample from an early Neolithic tooth from Spain (Valdiosera et 

al. 2018)) appear to be toxin-encoding,  it is important to note that tent gene was only recovered from 

this single clade X-associated sample, and with lower coverage relative to other plasmid-associated 

genes (colT). It is therefore possible that the apparent presence of the tent gene is due to 

contamination by other C. tetani (or unsequenced Clostridium) strains in this sample. Indeed, 

CheckM estimated 2.51% contamination, 12.5% of which was estimated to be due to strain variation. 

However, de novo assembly of DNA with a varying amount of damage has not yet been studied and 

thus it is possible that the draft genomes were incorrectly assembled from a mixture of C. tetani DNA 
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from several sources. Additionally, because individual datasets were combined by their associated 

bioSampleID, it is possible that some samples were incorrectly assembled. Further understanding of 

clade X may be addressed through future efforts to sequence more microbiomes associated with 

archaeological samples, as well as environmental Clostridium isolates.  

 Beyond expanding C. tetani and Clostridium genomic diversity, this work also expands the 

known diversity of clostridial neurotoxins which are the most potent family of toxins known to 

science (Rossetto and Montecucco 2019). Analysis of DNA from archeological samples revealed 

potential variants and lineages of TeNT, including the newly identified “subgroup 2” toxins: 

TeNT/Chinchorro, TeNT/El-Yaral toxins, and TeNT/Chiribaya-Alta. Not only do these toxins share a 

similar SNP profile, but they are derived from a similar geographic area (regions of Peru and Chile in 

South America) and their associated draft C. tetani genomes also cluster phylogenetically as the 

closest neighbors. Of the three subgroup 2 tent sequences identified, one of them (tent/Chinchorro) 

had sufficient coverage to be fully assembled and was also the most divergent from modern tent 

sequences with the greatest number of unique substitutions. Despite being the most divergent tent, 

reads mapping to the tent/Chinchorro gene, along with the associated C. tetani draft genome did not 

show strong patterns of DNA damage, and the damage level was weaker than that for human mtDNA. 

This suggests that, despite originating from the oldest sample in this study and possessing a unique 

tent variant, it is possible that the Chinchorro mummy associated C. tetani DNA is from a relatively 

“newer” strain that colonized or contaminated the sample post-mortem. Or they may from an older C. 

tetani strain which had its DNA protected and thus has less damage. 

Due to the uniqueness of TeNT/Chinchorro, and its collection of amino acid substitutions that were 

not observed in any modern TeNT variants, it was of interest to determine whether this TeNT variant 

is a functional neurotoxin. A lack of toxicity might indicate a sequencing or assembly artifact or even 

a TeNT variant that targets other species. Therefore, a previous approach based on sortase-mediated 

ligation was used to produce small quantities of the full-length protein toxin (Zhang et al. 2017b, 

2018). The recombinant protein produced a classic tetanus phenotype in mouse assays and exhibited a 

potency comparable to modern TeNT while also cleaving VAMP2, the canonical substrate of the 

TeNT. This suggests that the recombinant protein is neurotoxic and that its multiple unique amino 

acid substitutions have a limited impact on its potency and neurotoxicity. Such substitutions may alter 

yet-to-be identified TeNT protein-protein interactions. 
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Conclusions 

 Using large-scale data mining, evidence of neurotoxigenic Clostridium was identified in 

archeological samples. This resulted in a substantial expansion of the known genomic diversity and 

occurrence of C. tetani and led to the discovery of potentially novel C. tetani lineages, and 

Clostridium species, and tetanus like neurotoxins with functional activity. The discovery of 

neurotoxigenic clostridial genomes in such a wide diversity of ancient samples, both geographically 

and temporally, is unexpected, but perhaps not inconsistent with prior hypotheses about the role of 

these organisms in the natural decomposition process (Montecucco and Rasotto 2015; Javan et al. 

2017; Mansfield and Doxey 2018). Although the precise origin of this DNA in ancient samples 

remains difficult to determine, future exploration of these and additional ancient archaeological 

samples will shed further light on the genomic and functional diversity of these fascinating 

organisms, as well as the ecological origins of their remarkably potent neurotoxins. 

Open Problems and Future Work 

This work has demonstrated the potential for using the STAT analysis results in combination with 

high performance computing to explore the genomic diversity of previously unstudied species. A 

future study should be done with additional C. tetani datasets (by lowering the k-mer total-count 

threshold) and using SRA BLAST to predetermine if additional samples have sufficient coverage to 

warrant further analysis. All datasets analyzed should be tested to see if DNA damage signals are 

present which may indicate the presence of ancient DNA. 

A future study should also be performed to test the effect of mixed modern and ancient DNA on 

read mapping and de novo assembly. This will help determine the limits of these algorithms when 

used to study ubiquitous but less frequently studied organisms such as C. tetani. 
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Appendix 

Table 1 : Labels for Figure 3 

1-SAMEA5847432 21-SAMD00041000 

2-SAMEA5847426 22-SAMEA104281225 

3-SAMEA104281221 23-SAMEA104281219 

4-SAMEA5847473 24-SAMEA5054093 

5-SAMEA6490841 25-SAMEA103957995 

6-SAMEA5847501 26-SAMEA3937653 

7-SAMN02727821 27-SAMEA103971604 

8-SAMN05991104 28-SAMEA104402285 

9-SAMEA6661726 29-SAMEA104281224 

10-SAMEA6661722 30-SAMEA104441581 

11-SAMEA6661724 31-SAMEA2810266 

12-SAMN12394113 32-SAMEA5764555 

13-SAMEA3486783 33-SAMEA104233049 

14-SAMN02799089 34-SAMEA6502100 

15-SAMN02727818 35-SAMN06046901 

16-SAMEA5847472 36-SAMEA3713711 

17-SAMEA104281226 37-SAMEA104548853 

18-SAMEA104281220 38-SAMEA3486793 

19-SAMN02799091  

20-SAMD00041001  
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Supplementary data can be found at https://github.com/harohodg/aDNA-tetanus-analysis/  
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